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The Mandate
This study required gathering a large amount of secondary data from the Internet, as well as from
specialized databases.
In addition, 75 individuals representing 71 different organizations were interviewed by phone:
Canada







Ontario fruit and vegetable producers (11)
Quebec fruit and vegetable producers (10)
Trade associations (7)
Government organizations (2)
Trading houses (2)
Others (5)

United States







Food retailers (16)
Universities (8)
Government organizations (5)
Wholesalers / Distributors (4)
Trade associations (4)
Terminal (Public market) (1)

Quebec produce and greenhouse growers were consulted early on in the study to ensure it captures
their concerns and expectations.
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Consumption
of Fruits and Vegetables
FRESH FRUITS: Slight increase in consumption between 2004 and 2013
FRESH VEGETABLES: Decrease in consumption between 2004 and 2013
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Consumption
of Fruits and Vegetables
The Northeast is populated with larger numbers
of fruits and vegetables consumers.
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Sociodemographic Factors
•

Hispanic-Americans and Asian-Americans consume more fresh fruits
and vegetables

•

Higher per capita expenditures among one-person households and
their numbers are increasing:
1999 : 26.6 million
2014 : 34.2 million
2030 : 41.4 million
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Consumption Forecast
Through 2024
According to the USDA: 0.7% increase in demand through
2024 due to population growth
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Fruit and Vegetable Production
Decreasing in the United States
2005-2014: Fruit and vegetable production down 0.4% per year
Total annual fresh fruit production
(Million short tonnes)

Total annual fresh
vegetable production
(Million short tonnes)
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Exports vs. Imports
Percentage of consumption needs
met by imports to the US, 2004-2013

Percentage of US production
exported, 2004-2013
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US Market Suppliers
During the 2004-2015 period, Mexico increased its market share in the US for
the following fruit and vegetable categories:








Berries;
Tomatoes
Asparagus
Lettuce
Cauliflower;
Broccoli
Celery

Canada also increased its market share in the following categories:
 Peppers
 Cucumbers
 potatoes.

There is also a very strong increase in imports from Guatemala (beans,
carrots) and Israel (carrots).
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Key Market Gains:
Canada versus Mexico, 2004-15
Canada

Mexico

Peppers
US $ 102 million
to US $ 275 million

Tomatoes US $ 750 million to US $ 1.7 billion

Cucumbers
US $ 60 million
to US $ 155 million

Strawberries US $ 108 million to US $ 550 million

Potatoes
US $ 74 million
to US $ 151 million

Berries (excl. Strawberries) US $ 54 million
to US $ 915 million
Asparagus US $ 73 million to US $ 276 million
Cauliflower / Broccoli US $ 30 million to US $ 227 million
Lettuce US $ 20 million to US $ 208 million
Celery US $ 7 million to US $ 23 million

Organic Produce
Demand for organic products is growing faster than supply and will
require importing higher volumes.
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The Impact of California’s
Water Shortage
CALIFORNIA: 300 types of crops grown year-round
•

14.8 million tonnes of fruit = 49% of US production (USDA, 2014)

•

48.4 million tonnes of vegetables = 45% of US production (USDA, 2014)

•

15.3 billion cubic metres of water must be allocated to crops and livestock
= 80% of the state's drinking water

•

The recent drought forced to pump 8.1 billion cubic metres of water from
underground wells = 53% of the water needs of the agri-food sector
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The Impact of California’s
Water Shortage
PRODUCTION OF FRUIT AND VEGETABLES IN CALIFORNIA:
5-10 Year Outlook
•

Water is a small part of production costs

•

Fruits and vegetables are the most profitable use of available water resources

•

The impact of the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act should be confined
to specific areas

•

Important rain and snow of 2017-18 have eliminated short-term drought prospects

•

Groundwater is still in deficit and it could take decades to recover volumes of
yesteryear

•

The lowering of groundwater levels resulting from water withdrawals can affect
its quality. Central Valley is particularly at risk with higher groundwater salinity rates
in some places.
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Supply Chains in the US
Significant role of direct sales from producers to HRI retailers and
distributors
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Supply chains in the US.
The preference of retailers and food service distributors for direct purchases or
contractual arrangements has changed the importance of the role played by
the players in the fruit and vegetable supply chain.
Wholesalers, trading houses and brokers will continue to play a lesser important
role, which can be summarized as follows:
 Play a significant role in the spot market and to determine reference market

prices published by the USDA;

 Buy fruits and vegetables rejected or declassified by retailers or food service

distributors;

 Supply regional and national retailers and distributors, when out of stock;
 Consolidate supply of producers too small to supply retailers;
 Supply retailers, local restaurant owners, specialized small and medium-sized

retailers serving foodservice.
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Supply Chains in the US
New England: 73% wholesalers, 23% direct purchases, 4% n.a.
Atlantic Coast: 54% wholesalers, 45% direct purchases, 1% n.a.
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Food Retailers in the US
The US retail structure is much less concentrated than in Canada
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The Case of Ontario in the US
The advance of Ontario market and greenhouse growers can be
explained by a combination of success factors:
• Forerunner position for Ontario greenhouse
companies

Evolution of the value of total fruit and
vegetable exports - Quebec and Ontario
(2003-2015)

• Ontario Greenhouse Vegetable
Growers (OGVG)
• Consolidation of the greenhouse stream
within a sectoral cluster
• Ability to serve the needs of US customers
• Range and distinctiveness of products on offer
• Ontario's long-term market commitment
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The case of Ontario in the US.

Evolution of the value of total exports of
greenhouse subsistence crops - Quebec and
Ontario (2003-2015)
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Buy More Products
from Quebec?
The conventional product
Most retailers and wholesalers surveyed are open to considering Quebec's
products as long as they do not compete with local production or with
California produce.
Greater receptiveness towards buying the following conventional products:
 Fruits (strawberries);
 Vegetables (Broccoli, cauliflower, spinach, lettuce, onions, peppers,

beets).
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Buy More Products
from Quebec?
The organic product
Most retailers and wholesalers surveyed confirm an on-going 10-15% annual
growth rate in demand for fresh organic fruits and vegetables, in recent
years.
 Due to the organic supply shortage, there is greater acceptance of

imported produce, even during harvest periods of local, California
products or Washington State products (in the case of apples).

 Some even recognize a lower carbon footprint advantage to Quebec in

the Northeast and Atlantic Coast states, compared to products
originating from California or Mexico.

 Greater receptiveness towards buying the following conventional

products :

❍ Fruits (apples, strawberries)
❍ Vegetables (broccoli, cauliflower, spinach, lettuce, onions, peppers,

beets)
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Conclusion
Confirmation of favourable sales conditions for Canadian fruit
and vegetables in the United States:
• US import growth of about 4.5% per year
= 1.8 billion pounds of fruit annually
= more than 2 billion pounds of vegetables annually
• Great appetite for organic fruits and vegetables
• Opportunity to differentiate Canada's product from California's:
sustainable, water-efficient production, proximity to market, freshness,
advantage for medium-size and small retailers
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